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Overview

Single star evolution

Physical processes in binary evolution

Explosions from compact binaries:

Short-duration gamma-ray bursts
Church et al. (2011) MNRAS 413 204

Long-duration gamma-ray bursts
Church et al. (2012) MNRAS 425 470

Calcium-rich optical transients
Church et al. in prep.



Evolution of single, low-mass stars
E.g. the Sun
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Evolution of the Sun

H burning to 
He in a shell: 
the red giant 
branch
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M = 0.85M�



Evolution of the Sun
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Evolution of the Sun
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Evolution of the Sun
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Evolution of a massive star
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The end of a massive star

He

C/O

O/Ne

Si

Fe

Nuclear reactions 
ultimately produce 
iron at the centre.

Once 1.44 solar 
masses of iron has 
accumulated the 
core collapses into 
a neutron star.

Some stars - 
probably the most 
massive - produce 
black holes instead 
of neutron stars.



The end of a massive star
The collapse 
releases 
gravitational 
energy, which 
expels the star’s 
outer layers.

An asymmetric 
explosion causes 
the neutron star 
(NS) to receive a 
velocity kick of 
100-1000 km/s.

NS



Binaries

About 80% of solar-like stars are in a binary (a 
gravitationally bound pairs of stars orbiting their 
common centre of mass). Duquennoy & Mayor (1991)

80-100% of massive stars are in binaries.
e.g. Kiminki & Kobulniki (2012)

About 70% of high-mass (O-type) stars interact 
significantly with their companion. Sana et al. (2013)

Only 50% of low-mass (M-type) stars are in binaries 
(but low-mass stars are not very interesting).

Marchal et al. (2003)



Four additional processes in binaries

1.  Tidal interactions

2.  Mass transfer

3.  Common envelope evolution

4.  Gravitational radiation



The torque on the tidal bulge transfers angular momentum 
between the orbit and star.  This can spin the star up.

X

X

In a close binary, tidal forces from one star will raise a 
bulge on the surface of the other.
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1. Tidal interactions



Tides are only significant in close binaries.

X

Tides can transfer angular momentum and spin a star up.
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2. Mass transfer
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The Roche Lobe is the equipotential surface 
connecting the two stars in the rotating frame



2. Mass transfer
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When a star expands to fill its Roche 
lobe, mass transfers to its companion.

Steady mass transfer rate keeps the star 
just inside its Roche Lobe



3. Common envelope evolution

If the star expands as it loses mass, the mass transfer 
accelerates and runs away.

The envelope of the mass-losing star is shredded and 
surrounds both stars (the common envelope).

Core of mass-
losing star

Companion
Common 
envelope



3. Common envelope evolution

The stars spiral together, driving the envelope off.

A close binary of the mass-losing star’s core and the 
companion is left.

The resulting binary is (much) smaller than the giant 
star was originally.



3. Common envelope evolution

The existence of common envelope evolution is implied 
by the observed compact binaries.

All close, evolved binaries must have undergone some 
form of interaction.

All the evidence for this process is indirect: the 
relationship between initial and final orbits is uncertain.



4. Gravitational radiation

Stars orbiting one another emit gravitational radiation. 

This carries angular momentum away and ultimately the 
stars merge.

Gravitational radiation is only significant for close binaries.
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Gamma-ray bursts

“GRBs”



Followed by: an afterglow, which fades and reddens 
through X-rays, visible & IR to radio.  Need to detect 
rapidly in X-rays and follow up from ground and space.

Gamma-ray bursts

Observation: a bright flash of gamma-rays, lasting for 
typically a few seconds, detected by space telescopes.

Energetics suggest that we are seeing the birth of an 
accreting, rapidly-rotating black hole.



Short vs. long bursts
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Short burst environments

See Fong et al. (2013) for a recent compilation

Elliptical galaxies

Spiral galaxies

Irregular galaxies

Localisations from 
the Swift satellite



Host galaxies constrain progenitors

Bursts seen associated with elliptical galaxies

⇒ progenitor can be old (not a massive star)

Bursts seen outside galaxies (not correlated with light)

⇒ progenitor moves significantly from birthplace

Bursts are short and hard (high-energy photons)

⇒ progenitor is relatively compact

This evidence points to an origin in a compact binary merger



Stable mass transfer from primary

Initial main sequence–main sequence binary

Helium star–main sequence star binary

First supernova

Typical evolutionary pathway

Neutron star–main sequence star binary



Stable mass transfer from primary

Initial main sequence–main sequence binary

Helium star–main sequence star binary

First supernova

Neutron star–main sequence star binary

Common envelope evolution

Close neutron star–helium star binary

Common envelope evolution (round 2)

Final supernova

Typical evolutionary pathway



Compact: the neutron stars are small (~20 km)

Compact binary model for GRBs
The stars evolve into a close double neutron star binary.

Observed properties:

The binary emits 
gravitational waves.  
This drives the 
neutron stars together 
until they merge.

See Church et al. (2011) MNRAS 413 204 for more details

Old: gravitational wave inspiral can be very slow

Offsets: the supernovae produce a kick



Long-duration gamma-ray bursts



Longer-lasting emission, softer spectrum, higher fluence

Found in star-forming regions out to very high redshift

Many bursts show co-incident Type Ib/Ic supernova

•Type Ibc supernovae show neither H nor Si lines

•Thought to be the outcome of core collapse of 
massive stars (>40ish solar masses)

•Winds during the stars’ lifetimes remove the 
hydrogen envelopes (and He in the case of Ic)

See Hjorth & Bloom, arXiv 1104.2274, for a review

Long gamma-ray bursts: observations



A black hole forms from a massive star in a supernova.

Rapid rotation causes some 
material to fall back into a 
disc around the newly-
formed black hole.

Same mechanism as for 
short-duration bursts, 
except for the presence of 
the star.

Woosley (1993) ApJ 405 273

Long gamma-ray bursts: standard model



Problem

Strong winds carry off angular momentum
   ⇒ spins star down

Can a binary companion prevent spin-down?

Potential solution



Stable mass transfer from primary

Initial main sequence–main sequence binary

Helium star–main sequence star binary

First supernova

Black hole–main sequence star binary

The evolutionary pathway, revisited



Stable mass transfer from primary

Initial main sequence–main sequence binary

Helium star–main sequence star binary

First supernova

Black hole–main sequence star binary

Common envelope evolution

Close black hole–helium star binary

Common envelope evolution (round 2)

Final supernova

The evolutionary pathway, revisited

Binary is closest at the end
⇒ Tides can spin the star up 
before the final supernova



What effect does the companion have?





Typical accretion curve
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Calcium-rich optical transients

AKA “gap transients”



Gap transients
The Astrophysical Journal, 755:161 (14pp), 2012 August 20 Kasliwal et al.

Figure 2. Left: PTF 09dav is offset from its late-type host (circled) by 40 kpc. Note that the galaxy on the western edge is unrelated as it is at a different redshift.
Center: PTF 10iuv is offset from a galaxy group (circled) with early-type and late-type galaxies; the nearest potential host is 37 kpc away. Right: PTF 11bij is offset
from a group of early-type galaxies (circled); the nearest is 33 kpc away.

PTF10ops (140 kpc), has peculiar properties and is the subject
of another paper (Maguire et al. 2011).

The three peculiar transients are the topic of this paper.
PTF 09dav is offset from a spiral host by 40 kpc; PTF 10iuv
is in a galaxy cluster containing early- and late-type galaxies,
with the closest being an elliptical galaxy 37 kpc away; and
PTF 11bij is in a cluster of early-type galaxies, with the closest
being 33 kpc away (Figure 2). Note that in units of host-galaxy
Petrosian radii, these offsets correspond to 4.9, 5.9, and 3.8 radii,
respectively. We cannot rule out the possibility of an underlying
low-luminosity dwarf host; we can only constrain dwarfs to a
limiting R-band absolute magnitude of −9.8, −12.1, and −12.4
for PTF 09dav, PTF 10iuv, and PTF 11bij, respectively. Finding
dwarf satellites at a separation of 40 kpc would not be unusual
(cf. Andromeda’s −8.5 mag satellite at 350 kpc; Slater et al.
2011).

3. OBSERVATIONS: PTF 09DAV

We presented the discovery, light curve, and photospheric
spectra of PTF 09dav in a previous paper (Sullivan et al. 2011).
We found that PTF 09dav had a low peak absolute magnitude
of MR ≈ −16.3 and a short rise time of 12 days relative to
SNe Ia (which peak at −19 mag with a rise-time of 17.5 days).
We also found that the photospheric spectra resembled those
of SN 1991bg-like subluminous SNe Ia but with very unusual
strong lines of Sc ii, Mg i, and possibly Sr ii. Photospheric
velocities were ≈6000 km s−1. Here, we present late-time
imaging and nebular spectroscopy of PTF09dav.

3.1. Late-time Imaging

We undertook deep imaging in the g-band and R-band filters
at the position of PTF 09dav with the Low Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck I telescope on
2010 May 15.603 and July 9.584 (UT dates are used throughout
this paper), 9–11 months after explosion. We registered these
images with a Palomar 60 inch (P60) image of PTF 09dav. No
source is detected to a 3σ limiting magnitude of R = 26.2 mag
(Table 1 and Figure 3). This constrains any satellite, dwarf host
to be fainter than MR = −9.8 mag.

We undertook imaging in the K ′ band with Laser Guide
Star Adaptive Optics (Wizinowich et al. 2006; van Dam et al.
2006) on the Keck II telescope with the Near Infrared Camera 2
(NIRC2). On 2010 June 17.568, we obtained 10 images of 10 s

Figure 3. Deep late-time g-band imaging with Keck I/LRIS showing no host
galaxy at the position of PTF 09dav brighter than 26 mag. The registration
accuracy is 0.′′241. We denote the position of PTF 09dav with a 5σ position
error circle.

Table 1
Late-time Observations PTF 09dav

Date Phase Facility Exposure Filter Magnitude
(UT 2010) (day) (s)

May 15.612 279.7 Keck I/LRIS 1230 g >26.0
May 15.614 279.7 Keck I/LRIS 1030 R >24.8
June 17.568 313.7 Keck II/NIRC2 100 K ′ >21.1
July 9.584 334.7 Keck I/LRIS 1450 g >25.4
July 9.584 334.7 Keck I/LRIS 1200 R >26.2

co-added integrations. The zero point was derived relative to the
Two Micron All Sky Survey catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006). No
source was detected to a 3σ limit of K ′ = 21.1 mag.

3.2. Nebular Spectroscopy

On 2009 November 11, only three months after maximum
light, a spectrum taken with LRIS on Keck I revealed that

3

Luminosities between those of novae and supernovae.

Spectra dominated by calcium.

Offset from the host galaxies.

Kasliwal et al. (2012) ApJ 755 161



Disrupted white dwarf progenitor?

If the mass transfer from a white dwarf to a neutron 
star is unstable, the white dwarf will be tidally disrupted 
and form an accretion disc around the neutron star.

Nuclear burning in the accretion disc can produce the 
observed calcium (Metzger 2012, MNRAS 419 827).

These binaries contain a neutron star.  Hence the 
supernova kick could be responsible for the offset.



Evolutionary pathway
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Predicted offsets (provisional!)
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Figure 9. Locations of calcium-rich supernovae from the KAIT Lick Observatory Supernova Search sample. From top left to bottom right: SN 2000ds, SN 2003H,
SN 2003dg, SN 2003dr, SN 2005E, and SN 2007ke. Unfortunately, adequate photometric data are available only for SN 2005E and SN 2007ke to confirm their
similarity to PTF 09dav, PTF 10iuv, and PTF 11bij. Note that some of the locations are atypical: elliptical host, off the disk of an edge-on galaxy, large projected offset
from isolated host, and galaxy group environment.

gest that the following six supernovae resemble SN 2005E:
SN 2000ds (IAUC#7507), SN 2001co (IAUC#7643),
SN 2003dg (IAUC#8113), SN 2003dr (IAUC#8117), SN 2003H
(IAUC#8045), and SN 2007ke (CBET#1084). SN 2000ds was
discovered by T. Puckett. SN 2001co, SN 2003dg, SN 2003H,
and SN 2007ke were discovered by LOSS. SN 2003dr was dis-
covered independently by both T. Puckett and LOSS.

Here, we review the available data for these supernovae.
In Figure 9, we display the environments of these candidate
members of the calcium-rich class. Next, in Figure 10, we
plot their spectra (at the latest phase available) and compare

them to those of PTF 10iuv. The strength of [Ca ii] relative to
oxygen is a distinguishing spectroscopic feature of this class; it
is common to SN 2000ds, SN 2003dg, SN 2003dr, SN 2007ke,
and SN 2003H. The case for SN 2001co is less clear due to the
noisy spectrum and we exclude it from further analysis.

Unfortunately, the photometry is extremely sparse for this
sample—only one of the five supernovae has more than two
points on the light curve. SN 2007ke has a peak absolute
magnitude of −16.3, a rise time of 15 days, and a decline rate
of 0.1 mag day−1 (Figure 8 and Table 3). Therefore, SN 2007ke
satisfies all of the photometric and spectroscopic properties

8



Summary

Most solar-mass and massive stars are in binaries.

The presence of a companion can significantly change a 
star’s evolution, by tides, mass transfer, common-
envelope evolution and emission of gravitational waves.

Short gamma-ray bursts probably come from merging 
binaries of two neutron stars.

Some long gamma-ray bursts may come from binaries 
that form two black holes.

Calcium-rich “gap transients” may come from merging 
white dwarf - neutron star binaries.


